Communication
Magic
Easy Connections
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Instructions

Listen with headphones and eyes closed. Visualize any social situation where you are communicating easily, elegantly and persuasively. See the smiles and excitement on other’s faces. For best results, visualize with groups, and in one-on-one situations.

Tips for Success

Keep a daily journal and record any objective evidence that you are communicating more effectively and persuasively. Record both your own behavior, and any comments you hear from others.

Please visit our forum to share your successes, or to ask any questions:

mindpersuasion.net
**Affirmations**

- People love hearing me speak
- People love my ideas
- People love being around me
- People love my presence
- I am incredibly persuasive
- I am incredibly magnetic
- I am incredibly charismatic
- I have a powerful gift of confidence
- I have incredible confidence
- I have amazing confidence
- I have huge levels of confidence
- I have wonderful conversational skills
- I have powerful conversational skills
- I easily keep conversations going
- People love talking to me
- People love listening to me
I have huge amounts of conversational confidence
I have magnetic conversational magnetism
I have incredible communication skills
I have magnetic communication skills
people love hearing you speak
people love your ideas
people love being around you
people love your presence
You are incredibly persuasive
You are incredibly magnetic
You are incredibly charismatic
You have a powerful gift of confidence
You have incredible confidence
You have amazing confidence
You have huge levels of confidence
You have wonderful conversational skills
You have powerful conversational skills
You easily keep conversations going

people love talking to you

people love listening to you

You have huge amounts of conversational confidence

You have magnetic conversational magnetism

You have incredible communication skills

You have magnetic communication skills